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26 of 27 review helpful An oddly structured book By Roger This is a very strange book It is better described as a 
poorly communicated thesis a set of responses by others to the thesis and then a response where the author finally gets 
his points out In brief Morris suggests that core human values are evolutionary adaptations but that these values are 
somewhat flexible and culturally adaptive He then divides Most people in the world today think democracy and 
gender equality are good and that violence and wealth inequality are bad But most people who lived during the 10 000 
years before the nineteenth century thought just the opposite Drawing on archaeology anthropology biology and 
history Ian Morris explains why Fundamental long term changes in values Morris argues are driven by the most basic 
force of all energy Humans have found three main ways to get the en Excellent and thought provoking More important 
by putting forth a bold clearly formulated hypothesis Morris has done a great service to the budding field of scientific 
history Peter Turchin Science A provocative explana 
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